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The Regina China Town “Gate” project-a grand entrance to the future.
What is the China Gate project?
Started over a decade ago and spearheaded by various mayors and community members. The China
Town Gate is a portal to Regina and Saskatchewan’s future. Regina is home to a large population of
people’s coming from China, Vietnam and other South Asian communities. The Gate will be Regina’s
symbolic embrace of current and future residents, from South East Asia. The Gate’s vision, is to
celebrate a rich past looking towards a hopeful future. It is a monument not only to past
accomplishments, but a portal to what can be. The complete project will see senior’s homes, stores,
shops and a bustling commercial area all aimed at bringing vibrancy to east Regina’s downtown.
Where will it be located?
The corner of 11th Ave and Broad Street on the East side of the intersection. This intersection long
known as one of the big meeting places in Regina dating back decades will be renewed by the Gate’s
presence. This location is strategic as past supporters have already started the process of creating
signature street signs and encouraging South East Asian businesses to establish there. The China Gate is
a brand in itself. 11 Ave has been aching to create a colorful street presence from Broad Street east to
Winnipeg Street. A colorful attractive gate to the entrance will be a signature element.
Who is behind the project?
A number of mayors and city council members and concerned citizens alongside key business leaders
have and see this project as a key economic driver for this part of Regina. The project has international
partners who wish to strengthen ties with Canada. The overall plan is to make this part of Regina
vibrant.
Why now?
Given a number of factors it is important Regina support, engage and grow its relationship with its South
East Asian community partners locally, nationally and internationally. As well, given world events new
comers are looking for a signal, they are welcome to Regina. The Gate is that portal of hope, saying yes,
you can start a new life here. Yes, you can contribute, you can prosper, you can raise a family. Finally,
you are accepted, you are safe. you have a good future.
When will the project be completed?
With your help soon. We are looking for financial support, local go-ahead clearances and procurement
opportunities. Feel free to contact Pat Fiacco or Tony Rapushka

